
WHERE TO DRAW THE LINE? 
Human and resource constraints on electronic publishing at the 
Open University 
John Hunt 

Since the 1 980s the Open University has used electronic publishing (EP) extensively for the production 
of course materials, books and research support. The scale of the OU has meant an enormous investment 
in time and capital resources to enable EP to become truly effective. The paper examines the operational 
routes which have become established and highlights some of the advantages and disadvantages 
encountered, especially those related to the production of maps and graphics. 

Introduction 
I've not really been able to fmd out exactly where the 

expression 'where to draw the line' came from. One source 
suggests that it relates to Parliament- the white lines painted 
on the floor of the 'house', behind which opposition parties 
had to keep- in other words, one step over the line would 
bring them into physical confrontation with one another! 
The expression certainly has a Victorian sound to it, for 
example, a father deploring the actions of his son says 'you 
have reached the limit of my patience'. In the modem sense 
the expression can be translated into a question along the 
lines of who does what, where, when and how. The rele-

Fig 1 Sea and sky 
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vance of the expression 'where to draw the line' in elec
tronic publishing is on the one hand esoteric, and on the 
other hand extremely pertinent Esoteric because we could 
start by debating what is a line - it has been argued that a 
line does not really exist in much the same way that the 
horizon (the line) joins sea and sky- such a line is simply 
the abutment of two or more independent objects. Where 
to draw the line is certainly most pertinent when we con
sider the complexity of lines on maps and how to 
communicate their meaning. 

The communication task in distance education, primar
ily through text and graphics, is to get across to a student in 
positive and creative ways, an idea or an ideology, a concept 
or a methodology - on which to build and extend knowl
edge. Established by Royal Charter in 1969 the Open 
University has pioneered distance education at university 
level in the United Kingdom. In just two decades it has 
become Britain's largest single teaching institution. In 
1992 more than 125,000 students are registered and a 
further 80,000 self-contained study packs will be sold. The 
characteristic feature of all Open University teaching is that 
it takes place at a distance - the student learns at home. 
Evecy course is designed for students learning on their own. 
The central teaching materials are a series of specially 
produced text books, known within the OU as 'units'. 
These are linked to other materials: radio and TV pro
grammes, audio and video tapes, computer software and 
home experiment kits. There are no entcy qualifications 
required for acceptance on an OU course other than for a 
higher degree - the only requirements are, that applicants 
should be adults and resident in the UK, or elsewhere in 
Europe. When you add up all the numbers, the OU turns 
out to be a vecy large publisher indeed- over 35 tons of print 
are dispatched evecy week from our warehouses - some 
students believe they get the whole 35 tons! 

Since 1986 (the year incidentally an Apple Mac first 
appeared on my desktop), plans to implement electronically 
originated material were underway. In a committee driven 
academic bureaucracy such as the OU this was not a trivial 
matter- a great many Steering Groups, Management Com
mittees and support teams were established. The major 
benefits foreseen by Electronic Publishing (EP) were in the 
form of- shorter lead times (the time from author handover 
to print), greater flexibility of the production process, cost 
savings (especially through external contracting), and in
creased quality (especially on short print runs). As an 
added bonus EP was seen to make possible the re-use of 
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material for different products. Constraints concerning the 
'people' or 'human' side of the equation really started for 
us at the end of the EP route. It involved unions, work 
practices and hardware. The decision was to support post
script and replace the phototypesetters. 

PEOPLE ? 
(Unions) __.Compositors 

• WORK Re-keying 
PRACTICES __. Pagination 

Coding 

.. ~ 
HARDWARE__. ,.,,,,,,::f:?:hoto:f' 

~"' 

0 

Graphic 
__. Designers 

~ 
__. Postscript 

• __. Image-
setters 

Fig 2 Electronic publishing route 

By doing so we effectively sliced away the need for 
compositors. Theoretically it became possible to instruct 
designers to add to their normal tasks; pagination, crop 
marking, as well as technically produce colour and tint 
separations. However the University took the political 
option that EP was not to be an excuse to lower standards 
and increase workloads nor must it be an excuse to create 
redundancies. 

Production routes 
The Computer Assisted Pagination System - CAPS 

turned out to be a partial solution. It handles large data sets 
(hundreds of pages of text), is command driven, integmtes 
with industry standards and, with retraining, is usable and 
accepted by the compositors. 

Fig 3 The CAPS route 
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The main dmwback to CAPS is the large amount of 
effort that has to go into system design. Once set-up it is 
very costly to change. Each gmphic designer also has to 
learn the system as it is their task to liaise directly with 
course teams and set up the specifications in the flrst place. 
Unfortunately this has so far led to an extension of lead-in 
times mther than a reduction. 

The DeskTop Publication route by comparison (in this 
case using PageMaker), utilises the inherent design, typo
gmphic and layout skills of the graphic artist. Importing of 
other EPS files such as illustmtions, photos and maps is 
straight forward and can be undertaken at the electronic 
paste-up stage. A big advantage is that instant laser printer 
proofs can be run-off. A disadvantage, at least until re
cently, was the inability of the software to deal with large 
amounts of pages. Note that the three final parts of the 
production route are very similar to that of CAPS. 

Fig 4 The DTP route 

The 1EX route is the simplest in operational terms 
because the specialised formulae and scientific typographic 
setting has been de-centralised and is undertaken by faculty 
based experts. Again the last three parts are virtually iden
tical to the other two routes. 

Fig 5 The TEX route 
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Manuscript to galley 
The faculty is where a course originates and is devel

oped. There are three draft stages. 

COURSE TEXT INPUT 

Draft 1 • Manuscript - rekeyed 
• Floppy 

(any type of disc/format) 

Distributed to course team 

Draft 2 • MicroSoft WORD 
(both PC and Mac platforms) 

• Heavily styled 

Draft 3 • Edited to 'galley' 

PRODUCTION ROUTE 

CAPS DTP TEX 

Other (eg camera ready copy) 

Fig 6 Draft stages 

At Draft 1 stage secretaries accept either hand written 
material for word processing or basic unstyled text on 
floppy disc. The OU undertook a major retraining pro
gramme for secretarial staff who, along with their 
considerable word processing skills, now handle large 
amounts ofE-Mail and file transfers. At Draft 2 stage very 
sophisticated sty le sheets are utilised by secretaries and 
these can have over 60 different sets of specifications. The 
third draft is comparable to a printers galley with correct 
typefaces, type styles and line spacing. The crucial point is 
that no re-keying has been made apart from editorial cor
rections between original input and print production. The 
production cycle then is a very structured process and can 
impose severe limitations on production methods. For ex
ample it allows virtually no way of control of timing or costs 
by the faculty. Fortunately no production system seems to 
stay the same for very long and the recent installation of a 
hi-speed photocopier may radically change the production 
again -for example, annual print on demand, rather than 4 
or 8 year print runs. Yet another variable is the direct 
AppleMac to printing press link-up (at least one in the UK 
already, 7 in the USA). This could well lead to the disap
pearance altogether of bromides, film and printing plates. 

Graphics, rules and principles 
How do graphics fit into the OU, EP process? Well, 

resources, people and objectives are much the same as for 
text- to make a product that communicates the message of 
the course and is understood by students studying at a 
distance. However, additional skills, knowledge and expe-
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rience need to be brought and bought into the production 
cycle. These include illustrators, typographers, graphic art
ists and of course, cartographers. There is a strong 
tern ptation within our organisation, which has considerable 
skills and computer facilities spread across the campus, to 
interrupt and bypass the formal production routes. Some
times this is justified because skills and priorities within the 
faculties are higher than those available in the Operations 
Division. Sometimes though, principles are swept aside or 
ignored, and the consequences get into print for all to see 
and criticise! A simple scenario: a chart is requested to show 
some basic data - the unit author has missed the deadline 
for it to be processed by a professional illustrator. He might 
decide do it himself or he might even ask his secretary -
after all she happens to have the EXCEL spreadsheet on her 
computer and it's a simple task to press a few keys and 
construct a chart which can then be pasted electronically 
into a WORD document The options available at the push 
of a button are very extensive. 

But what about rules and principles- those related to 
professional training? Should the person pushing the but
ton be a 'professional' or will the software be 'expert' 
enough to supply a 'correct' graphic presentation? What 
consideration has been given to the type of chart, how it is 
to be used, what is to be emphasised, is the design consis
tent? If a simple pie chart was chosen for example is it 
obvious that the component parts relate to a total set of data? 
Are there no more than 4 or 5 components,are they arranged 
in a clockwise direction - the most important starting 
against the 12 o'clock vertical line? A similar situation 
exists in the field of typography and recently published 
comments have included the likes of 'no user ofPageMaker 
even considers the need for training in the use of type faces'. 
Personally I'm not too concerned about rules and principles 
- staff can be taught, and employers must contribute to 
doing just that by initiating re-training programs- maybe in 
the UK, National Vocational Qualifications (NVQs) will 
help guarantee levels of competence. On the other hand 
let's put DeskTop Publishing and DeskTop Mapping skills 
into perspective, because there is a major debate in this area. 
Skills have not only to be taught but learnt! You learn by 
doing, and I do not subscribe to the view that computerisa
tion devalues these 'doing' skills. Take just one particular 
procedure, the construction of a double line road casing. 
Traditionally a double drawing pen or cutter would be used. 
or perhaps some clever photomechanical process utilised 
during the production stage. To get perfect road casings 
electronically, in say Freehand, requires first that the lines 
are traced or digitised solid, then grouped together, then 
joins given rounded ends to avoid jagged overlaps at junc
tions, then a duplicate copy made, then pasted in front, 
perfectly aligned of course, then the infront version given a 
smaller point size, then made white. Not entirely a trivial 
task and one not only requiring a high level of skill but also 
the ability to follow consistently a strict set of rules and 
procedures. 

Design and production constraints 
If you glance inside the cover of one of the readers for 

the OU course Third World Development you'll find a list 
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of contributors. They number about 60 different people. 
Although each individual has his or her speciality many 
ideas overlap, and it is this jigsaw of knowledge and expe
rience which underlines the strength of such an OU 
product. One volume of the course is a 70 page Atlas that 
was ftrst printed in 1983, The Third World Atlas. Over 
30,000 copies of the Atlas have now been printed The 
preparation of the atlas certainly included cartographic 
professionals and the whole concept was carefully designed 
to include as well as maps, a balanced amount of text, 
graphics and tabulated data. Constraints on production 
costs of the Atlas were predictable (when aren't they), and 
the cost of full colour presentation in particular, appeared 
prohibitive, especially the cost per square centimetre of laid 
tint To get around this only solid colours were used (green, 
orange, blue and black). This meant that even though ~e 
print run cost the same as a four colour process, the pre-pnnt 
costs were reduced substantially . The only exception was 
the use of a grey tint combined with the solid black fmal 
mm. Such imposed constraints certainly didn't help the 
atlas design and criticisms ranged from complaints by the 
partially sighted, to 'unpleasant visual noise created 
through the use of broad stripes of dull colours' (Anson, 
1986). 

Four eo-published Readers - 300+ pages 
each (Oxford University Press) produced in 
PageMaker with pasted in 'traditional' graphics 

One week summer school at a 'normal' 
university site 

Twelve full length TV programmes 

Four Radio cassettes 

Four Video Cassettesd 

Acres of supplementary materials, 
notes and exercises 

One Third World Atlas 

Approximately 1000 students per year 

Fig 7 Course components 

I'm pleased to be able to announce that a new electroni
cally produced Third World Atlas is now underway and 
should be published during 1993, although again there are 
severe construction, production and other constraints. The 
basic components of the course (Third World Develop
ment) are shown in Figure 7. It is impossible to gauge how 
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much the new Atlas will eventually cost - but to give you 
some indication, one estimate for the complete course is in 
the region of £3 million! 

The Atlas was originally planned to have 96 pages. 
Currently only about half of the pages are complete, pro
duction schedules are late and the fmal number of pages are 
likely to be far less. No one of course is to blame, least of 
all the OU production team! However that is not to say that 
Electronic Publishing has not played a significant role in 
problem making, rather than problem solving. • 

A major problem encountered in the compilation of the 
new atlas was, how best to convert researched manuscript 
material into draft visuals. One idea was to use a DeskTop 
Mapping program, a route that didn't .get off the gn;>und .for 
a number of reasons. First, the matenal was slow m bemg 
compiled, second, there was no cartographic expertise 
available in the originating faculty that had undertaken to 
manage the project, and also, hardware and software re
quirements were not resourced sufficiently. At an early 
stage it became obvious that a 'consultant' would~ needed 
to supply the electronic artwork - and yes we did fmd a 
computer wizz that knew how to digitise, create maps and 
contribute design expertise at a high level. Not only that, 
but he was able to supply master bases of world outlines 
with appropriate physical and political overlays, at the 
scales required and on the projections we requested. An 
efficient project/production cycle was established- and that 
was the case until the first computer files were returned for 
proof reading- there were no proofs! The contract depart
ment had omitted to request a colour proof from the 
consultant as a requirement. It was also noticed how larg.e 
the file sizes were getting. So OK its easy to add on a bit 
more memory, but a bit more memory for the carto~pher, 
and for the graphic designer, and for the team co-ordinator 
and then what about the back-up server ... quite a lot more 
money as well as memory overall. In the time honoun:ct 
tradition of map making, final colour proofs once agam 
cause both a headache and a bottleneck. We now have a 
local supplier and print tim~ down f~m 2 hours to a~ut 
10 minutes with the prom1se of an m-house Agfa hi-res 
system soon to be obtained. But even though we now had 
a proof, could we make amendments to the electronic copy 
- a question that bought to light the whole problem of 
electronic copyright. Although its clear that we (the OU) 
hold copyright on our research and ideas as well as the 
thematic presentation of data on the ~~s.sheet~, do we also 
hold copyright on the integrated digiUsed life work of 
countries and political boundaries, produced for us by the 
consultant? The moral here is to ensure that contracts are 
very carefully drawn-up especially given the 1991 Copy
right Act. 

The fmal print production side of the new Atlas ~~ll. be 
almost conventional. The main change of course uulismg 
EP has been the ability of low cost DeskTop computers to 
specify pauems, tints, densities and angle~, ~d the use of 
the postscript. Some would argue that this 1S the c~nven
tional route now - ironic really that the new atlas Will use 
such a cost-effective pre-print method, when 10 years ago 
solid colours had to be used at the print stage to save money. 
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Questions or perceptions? 
Figure 8 is based on one of Toulouse Lautrec's adver

tising posters. Some of you will see a beautiful lady 
wearing a feather hat, tbe person next to you might see an 
image of a rather gaunt looking Indian or old person. 

Fig 8 Beautiful lady ... ? 

. Likewise, electronic publishing can be perceived in 
different ways. Re-designing, re-drawing, re-editing and 
re-ordering can all become trivial tasks. In theory elec
tronic publishing can help create a better product especially 
if fmn controls are used to save resources. Constraints 
therefore can have positive effects as long as production 
cycles allow flexibility. Staff have proved to be flexible and 
have taken up the challenge of electronic publishing. The 
who does what, where and how factor will continue to 
create interdisciplinary problems especially while systems 
and technology undergo rapid change. The important thing 
is never to stop questioning (as Albert Einstein once said), 
so maybe it was he who also questioned- where to draw the 
line? 
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Forget About Redrawing Canada's Borders 
I don't believe anyone ha:s ever seen a modem map of 

North America where there is no Canada at all and where 
Ontario is a white blotch between something called "North 
Heartland" and "Circwnpolar Confederation". To the best 
of my knowledge, such a map never existed, not even as an 
academic exercise. Not, that is, until August 25th, 1992, 
when the Los Angeles Tunes published a picture of an 
evolving world as seen by American geographers. 

Where Canada used to be you would fmd several odds 
and sods, like "Central Pacifica", largely made up of the 
British Columbia we know. To the immediate east is a 
square called "Albertas". 

The east coast fares better, showing the "Maritimes" 
with nothing subtracted and nothing added "Quebec", too, 
is still there, its boundaries unchanged. In the far north, 
topped by the mass of Greenland, lies the "Circumpolar 
Confederation". The entire Canadian Arctic is in it, along 
with some of today's Northwest Territories. 

The rest, and that means the vast expanse of Ontario 
and Manitoba, from Churchill on Hudson Bay to Windsor 
in the banana beit, is Terra Incognita Seeing it as a blank 
on the map, unmarked in any way, I remembered the road
side coffee shack somewhere between Spanish and Blind 
River. When I asked the waitress where I was she said "this 
place ain 't got no name, sir.". 

"Imagine a world in which Scotland gains inde
pendence from Britain and Italy divides in Half. Russia and 
China both fragment into a dizzying array of new states 
while Canada disappears altogether'', starts the story based 
on the recently concluded meeting of the Association of 
American Geographers. 

Way down, the geographers offer a warning to Ameri
cans. Although people may think of the U.S. borders as 
among the most permanent in the world, these too are not 
immune from the forces of the globe. From Alaska to 
northern California, the region is integrating its economy 
with that of Asia's Pacific Rim. The American "soul.hem 
boarder is even softer. As Mexico's economy melds ~ith 
that of the United States, the line where one country ends 
and the other begins will gradually disappear. 

In the geographers' future, the whole stretch separating 
. the United States and Mexico will be called "Angelica". In 
the geographers' vision, the remaining United States will 
disunite. America's future aside, I have a word of caution 
for the eminent icons of American geography: Not so 
bloody fast Multinational corporations have been shrink
ing the world for decades, but economic integration has 
done little to pull people together. If anything, the opposite 
is true. It is more difficult now for Canadians and Ameri
cans to move to the other country than it was 30 years ago. 

Don't rush the prin Ling presses, good geographers. No 
need to draw new atlases in a hurry. Canada is not about to 
vanish from the map. Remember the line (from 0 Canada): 
"We stand on guard for thee". 
extracted from SoUlham Press publication 
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